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Abstract 

This paper is about the costs of the enterprises to the tax system. Thence, we have an analysis of the 

impact factor of the tax revenues of the countries subject to the costs of companies on the tax system. 

Thereupon from the view of the level of influence of the enterprises which participate in controlled 

transactions of transfer pricing to the global tax revenue, it is plausible to identify the impact factor of 

costs, when there exists that factor with the case which that factor is avoided. The impact factor of 

costs in combination with the tax revenues is determined through the Q.E. method and the R.B.Q. 

model. Inasmuch as, is defined as the behavior of the tax system subject to the capital of the tax sys-

tem. Then a quantitative simulation is used as a methodology for this work, to define the impact of 

costs on the enterprises.  
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Introduction   

This paper shows applying a quantitative simulation that the compa-

nies that increase their costs, of course, having more expenses seems that 

the companies are losing money, but as the final result will be to have much 

more income (OECD, 1991, 1999, 2000, 2017). On the other hand, from the 

simulation showed that the global tax revenue is decreased when the com-

panies have lower costs. So, we have a contradiction, between the global tax 

revenue and the costs of companies (Kuhn, 1962; Salamzadeh et al., 2017; 

Batrancea et al., 2019). Then, the conclusion is that temporarily the increas-

ing costs decrease the money deposit of the companies, but finally the will 

have much more profits (Boland, 1991; Rein and Schon, 1993; Hallerberg 

and Bassinger, 1998; Ariely et al., 2003; Khajeheian et al., 2018; Salamza-

deh, 2018; Emami and Khajeheian, 2019). Contemporaneously, the tax au-

thorities should try to reduce the costs of the companies or to make it cheap-

er, to achieve more tax income for the tax revenue (King, 1984; Hoynes, 

1996; Camerer, 2003). These findings are unique as similar research with 

this method is limited. 

The structure of the paper has the following sections: Applied meth-

odology to the theoretical background, Impact factor of tax revenues, De-

termination of costs of the tax system, Impact factor of costs to the revenues 

of the tax system, and to the final section are the conclusions. 
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Research methodology 

The cycle of money is a theory based on the idea that the public and 

tax authorities should boost small or medium enterprises with lower taxes 

and from the bigger companies to retain low taxes only for production units 

e.g. factories, etc. (Argyris and Schon, 1974; Gordon, 1976; Habermas, 

1968; Wilson, 1986). The bigger companies which overlap smaller compa-

nies make weaker the economy as the money that they receive doesn’t re-

turn back to society (Meier and Rosenbaum, 2000; Doshmanli et al., 2018). 

The sense of escape savings is about the money which leak from an econo-

my and doesn’t return back for consumption, investments, and reinvest-

ments. This paper is about the ideal case of the cycle of money and its nor-

mal form. The quantification analysis of the costs of the tax system with the 

tax revenue from a global view is done by the application of the Q.E. meth-

od (Challoumis, 2017, 2018, 2019). On that ground of this method is deter-

mined the behavior analysis of mathematical equations. Thence, there we 

clarify two levels to the analysis of the Q.E. method which are those: 

 The analysis of the behavior of the model which stands on the scru-

tiny of the structural characteristics of each model accordingly al-

lowing with that way the extraction of general conclusions about the 

model which is under examination. 

 The frequency analysis behavior scrutinizes the behavior of the de-

pendent variables, but from the view of the number of appearances 

of a variable than another, estimating basically the impact that one 
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independent variable has with one or more other independent varia-

bles. 

Thereupon, using the previous two axes of the Q.E. method is plau-

sible to extract conclusions about the behavior of mathematical equations 

and the way that some factors react to changes. Consequently, is plausible 

the transformation of quality data to quantity data. This method is applied 

for the purposes of this study for controlled transactions and more precisely 

in the variables of the impact factor of the tax revenue. The mechanism of 

Q.E. is based on the dependent variables which are modified for the genera-

tor. Thereupon, the generator produces values for the dependent variables. 

The extracted values of the generator permit the creation of magnitudes, 

which are the base for comparisons, and for the scrutiny of mathematical 

equations. Thus, is plausible to quantify qualitative data. In our analysis, this 

method is used for the purposes of clarification of the behavior of the impact 

factor of the global tax revenue. 

 

Impact factor of tax revenues 

The impact factor of tax revenues of countries which are tax 

heaves, 𝑠 according to the “Methods of controlled transactions and identifi-

cations of tax avoidance”1 is determined as that2: 

                                                      
1 Challoumis, Constantinos, Methods of Controlled Transactions and Identification of Tax 

Avoidance (February 4, 2018). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3134109. 
2 Caution: The section I and the section II are the same for five papers, because are the base 

for the analysis of each factor of equation (1). Then sections I, and II are the preliminary 

requirements for the the analysis of each factor by separate papers. 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3134109
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𝑠 =
𝑘+𝑙

𝑟+𝑐+𝑡+𝑖
         (1) 

Therefore, are countries that receive products are taxed in different 

countries. This allocation of profits between profits and losses permits the 

enterprises which participate in controlled transactions of the transfer pric-

ing activities to maximize their utility. But, contemporaneously the tax rev-

enue from global view is declined. Then, the loss of tax income from some 

countries is more than the profits that make the countries which are tax 

heavens. Thereupon, the symbol of 𝑠 the impact factor of tax revenue from a 

global view, and there are some coefficients which are 𝑘, 𝑙, 𝑟, 𝑡, i and 𝑐. 

Thus, the symbol of 𝑘 is about the impact factor of capital, 𝑙 is the impact 

factor about the liability of the authorities on the tax system. The interpreta-

tion of the liability is about how much unbalanced it is the tax system. The 

parameter of r is about the risk; the t is about how much trustworthy is the 

tax system (bureaucracy). The symbol of 𝑖 examines the case of intangibles 

(the intangibles which charged to the subsidiaries) of the tax system 

(Goodman, 1978; Gomes-Casseres, 1989). Additionally, the symbol of c is 

about the cost of enterprises. The symbols with the “~” are accordingly the 

same thing but from the view of the uncontrolled transactions3. Thus, the 

numerator is proportional to the income of taxes, as the investments and the 

stable tax environments, with liability, enhance the tax income. On the other 

hand, the denominator is inverted proportional to the tax income, as the risk, 

                                                      
3 Uncontrolled transactions are the transactions which happen between companies free of 

control and allocation of profits and losses. 
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the cost, and the unbalance of taxation cause less tax income. Moreover, for 

�̃� we have that: 

�̃� =
�̃�+𝑙

�̃�+𝑐̃+�̃�+�̃�
        (2) 

In as much as an equation, the equation (3) is determined the aggre-

gate impact factor of tax revenues, which is symbolized by �̂�, and is defined 

by the next equation: 

�̂� = 𝑠 + �̃�        (3) 

Based on the prior equations, we could proceed to the identification 

of the behavior of the impact factors of tax revenues in the case tax heavens 

and in the case of the non-tax heavens. Consequently, using the prior equa-

tions is plausible to examine the controlled and uncontrolled transactions. 

Then, 𝑠 is a factor that allows the comparison between the controlled with 

the uncontrolled transactions. Thence is able to have a standalone behavior 

analysis of controlled transactions and a combined behavior analysis be-

tween the controlled transactions with the uncontrolled transactions. In the 

next section is analyzed the impact factor of tax revenues with the rest im-

pact factors. 

 

Determination of costs of the tax system 

The determination of costs of the tax system is established by the 

impact factor of costs which shows the level of influence of costs in the 

business plan of the enterprises. To clarify the way that costs affect the 

global tax revenues, we proceed with the following diversion: 
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 The first application of Q.E. methodology is applied to all the factors 

of the global tax revenue, 𝑠. In that case, is plausible to obtain the 

behavior of the global tax revenue using the completed form of the 

equation (1). 

 In the second application of Q.E. methodology is applied all the fac-

tors except the factor which is under review. Thereupon, in that case, 

is avoided the factor of costs of the tax system, 𝑠. 

This methodology is illustrated below: 

Global tax revenue

All factors of tax 
revenue

All factors of tax 
revenue except from  
costs of tax system

 

Figure 1. Steps of Q.E. application 

The previous scheme is shown the methodology followed by the 

Q.E. method to determine the behavior of the global tax revenue in the case 

that there exist the costs in the controlled transactions of the transfer pricing 

and the case that we have an absence of the impact factor of costs. 
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Impact factor of costs to the revenues of the tax system 

The costs of the tax system are in interaction with the impact factor 

of tax revenues. In this behavioral analysis is determined the model which 

explains the behavior of the impact factor of tax revenues with the existence 

and with avoidance of the impact factor of costs. All the necessary equations 

have referred to in the previous sections, except from one condition. Then, 

for the application of the Q.E. method, we use the following condition, 

which is: 

𝑡 > 𝑙 > 𝑖 > 𝑟 > 𝑘 > 𝑐      (4) 

Therefore, is plausible to proceed to a quantitative analysis using 

equations (1), (2), and (4).  The examination of tangibles with the costs is 

critical for the transfer pricing theory. The examination of capital is used 

many times from the enterprises of controlled transactions to reach the 

arm’s length principle.4 Thence, applying the Q.E. method and choosing the 

appropriate values for the coefficients of global tax revenue, we have that: 

Factors Values of s Values of s’ 

k 0,4 - 

i 0.6 0.6 

l 0.7 0.7 

r 0.5 0.5 

c 0.3 0.3 

t 0.8 0.8 

fs <0.3 <0.3 

fsi <0.3 <0.3 

Table1. Compiling coefficients 

                                                      
4 As arm’s length principle is determined the compliance between controlled transactions 

with the uncontrolled transactions. The arm’s length principle is used as index that 

companies of controlled transactions comply with the tax requirements of the tax 

authorities. 
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Thereupon, using the previous factors is able to determine the behav-

ior of the model through the generator of the Q.E. method. The factors of 

the prior table have as an upper limit the 1 and as a lower limit the 0. But, 𝑠 

and �̃� are plausible to receive values greater than one as their mathematical 

structure allows this. After 461 iterations extracted the next diagrams: 

Figure 2. (a) Impact factors of 𝑠 (series 1) and 𝑠′ (series 2), (b) frequencies 

of 𝑠 and 𝑠′  (see Appendix) 

In the prior figure, we used the �̃�, which here is the same for the case 

that we have the costs and in the case that we have avoided costs. Then with 

𝑠 (blue line) is symbolized the case that we have the impact factor of 𝑐 

which symbolizes the costs which have the enterprises in the environment of 

the tax system. With 𝑠′ (red line) is symbolized the case that we have avoid-

ed the costs, 𝑐. The global tax revenue is higher in the case that we don’t 

have the costs (red line) than in the case that the impact factor of costs exists 

(blue line). As we expected the absence of costs increases the global tax 

revenues. The reason for the diminished global tax revenues in the case of 𝑠 

is because the costs make the companies of controlled transactions to reduce 
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their activities. Should be mentioned that for the purpose of the comparative 

analysis we used �̃� as constant to be able to compare 𝑠 with 𝑠′. Additionally, 

from the diagram (b) of figure 2, we obtain that the frequency of the 𝑓𝑠 

(black line) is higher than the frequency of 𝑓𝑠′ (blue line). Therefrom, the 

enterprises which participate in controlled transactions of transfer pricing 

with costs are more than in the case that we do not have costs [blue line of 

diagram (b)]. The interpretation of this economic situation is that the costs 

make the enterprises to increase their business activities. As cost is not con-

sidered the tax obligations, but the investments of companies for the en-

forcement of their commercial activities.  

 

Conclusions 

Then, the costs increase the spending of the companies, but this 

comes back as feedback to the profits of the companies. This means compa-

nies that don’t spend they will not have to extend profits. Also, the same 

time the global tax revenue increased when the capital is increased. The in-

creasing costs for the scopes of the business activities of companies help 

them to grow. Simultaneously the low costs increase the global tax revenue 

from the increase of entrepreneurs’ activity. This situation shows that the 

tax authorities should try to reduce the costs for the companies, and at the 

same time, the companies should try to enlarge their activities through more 

spending which will come back from the market profits.  
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Appendix  

The sample code on Matlab for the model of costs to the tax system: 

q=0; 
while q<10 
q=q+1; 
count=0; 
counts=1; 
counts51=1; 
  
while count<10 
if rand()<9 
    t=0.8*rand();  
end 
if rand()<9 
    l=0.7*rand(); 
end 
if rand()<9 
    i=0.6*rand(); 
end 
if rand()<9 
    r=0.5*rand(); 
end 
if rand()<9 
    k=0.4*rand(); 
end 
if rand()<9 
    c=0.3*rand(); 
end 
  
s=(k+l)/(r+c+t+i); 
s5=(l)/(r+c+t+i); 
  
s_tilda=0.3; 
    count=count+1 
    if s<0.3 %it is one limit for comparison above than this we think s_tilda, but is not the 

same one as s_tilda 
            %and it is used as meter to compare all the different 
            %counts1,counts2,.... 
        counts=counts+1; 
    else 
        counts1=counts1+1;  
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    end  
     
    if s5<0.3 
        counts51=counts51+1; 
    else 
        counts53=counts53+1; 
    end 
     
%to the first compile must omit ;tec 
end  
tec=[count,counts51,t,l,i,r,k,c,s,s5,s_tilda;tec];  
end 
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